Operating theatres are very private workplaces. There have been few research investigations into how highly trained doctors and nurses work together to achieve safe and efficient anaesthesia and surgery. There are still significant risks for patients during operations and surgeons and anaesthetists look for ways to minimise adverse events. Safer Surgery presents one of the first collections of studies designed to understand the factors influencing safe and efficient surgical, anaesthetic and nursing practice.
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Your safer-surgery survival guide. Our Ratings of 2,463 U.S. hospitals can help you find the right one. Published: July 2013. Showing the data. Surgery is scary. It usually involves having your body cut open, and sometimes things go wrong. You react badly to anesthesia, or suffer breathing or heart problems. Or maybe the surgeon nicks a blood vessel, leaves an instrument inside, or even operates on the wrong body part. Brain Salad Surgery is the fourth studio album by English progressive rock band Emerson, Lake & Palmer, released on 19 November 1973 by their record label, Manticore Records, and distributed by Atlantic Records. Following the tour in support of the last album, Trilogy (1972), the group acquired rehearsal facilities to work on new material, which would blend classical and rock themes. To control things, they launched their own record company, Manticore, in March 1973. The album was recorded from June Bands Emerson, Lake & Palmer (ELP) Brain Salad Surgery. Emerson, Lake & Palmer (ELP) â€” Brain Salad Surgery (1973). previous. play.